In a previous note, we introduced a certain determinant of differential forms (cf. formula (1.3) of [3] ), which led to an elementary proof of the Cauchy integral formula for holomorphic functions of several complex variables. We now propose to amplify this procedure in order to obtain some integral representations for exterior differential forms.
We shall be considering certain mappings ^(f, z) and
where \f/ is of class C 00 and ƒ is holomorphic. Writing yp=fyi, • • • , ^«) and ƒ= (f h • • • , ƒ"), we set tyi /)=^i/i+ • * • +&nfn-Henceforth, we shall always assume that (i/s jO^O at tne points under consideration. Now, instead of merely considering a single smooth mapping \j/, we take n such mappings, ^/(D^ ^(2) ? . . . , ^("). Each of these will be regarded as a column in terms of its components. We shall, furthermore, use the vectorvalued differential forms d^= X)*-i^Fy^?y an d d^= 2j?-i#*/^y-With this notation, we look at the nXn determinant Along the same direction, we also have
(n) £>(a r «iA (1) , />-v (1) ), Utt^j)
is egwa/ /0 # 5^m o/ d^-exact and dz-exact terms.
We shall now state a formula for exterior differential forms of type (0, q), which is analogous to the classical formula of Martinelli and Bochner for holomorphic functions. For this, we set
d.«? -*, f -*>-*(? -g», ^«r -g, r -*>-*(? -g))),
«n.--l(f> 2) = «n.n(f, 2) = 0, and (4)
Let us assume that 3D is a relatively compact domain in C n , with a piecewise smooth boundary Ô3D consisting of a finite number of connected components. If 7 is a (smooth) differential form of type (0, q) on 3), the closure of 3), we have THEOREM 5.
With our notation, this formula is valid for O^q^n.
Observe that when 7 is d-closed, its d-cohomology class is essentially governed by the boundary term of the left-hand side.
Using this formula in conjunction with Proposition 3, we readily obtain a local version of an extension theorem treated by Andreotti and Vesentini [l] and employed by us in §4 of our note [3] . If we apply Proposition 4 to this formula, we obtain a "vanishing theorem," which we now state. Let us say that an algebra & (over C) of C 
